
EconS 503 - Microeconomic Theory II
Homework #10 - Answer key

1. Exercises from MWG:

(a) Chapter 21 (social choice theory): Exercises 21.D.5 and 21.D.10.

� See answer key at the of this handout.

2. Strategic voting under majority rule. Consider the following three group of voters
(A, B and C) with their corresponding ranking of preferenced candidates (x, y and z).

A B C
0:35 0:33 0:32
x y z
y z x
z x y

(a) Show that majority voting yields to a Condorcet cycle if every individual votes
for his most preferred candidate.

� Let F (�) be the social welfare functional aggregating individual preferences
by majority voting, which yields the following vote count when each of the
pair of candidates is confronted:

F
�
x �i y

�
= 0:35 + 0:32 = 0:67

F
�
y �i z

�
= 0:35 + 0:33 = 0:68

F
�
z �i x

�
= 0:33 + 0:32 = 0:65;

a Condorcet cycle results and there is no winner by majority rule.

(b) Show that if some voters in group A vote for their second-best candidate y, rather
than their �rst-best candidate x, they guarantee that their least prefreed candidate
z does not win. This will prove that majority rule is manipulable, that is, every
voter does not necessarily vote for his most preferred alternative. An example
su¢ ces.

� Assume that a subset of voters in group A, A0 � A (which can include group
A as a whole), vote for candidate y. In this context, pairwise comparison of
candidates under majority rule yields

F
�
y �i x

�
= 0:18 + 0:33 = 0:51

F
�
y �i z

�
= 0:35 + 0:33 = 0:68

F
�
z �i x

�
= 0:33 + 0:32 = 0:65;

Therefore, candidate y (the second preferred alternative by group A), which
wins both candidates x and z by a majority of votes, wins the election.
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� A similar argument applies to a subset of voters in group B, who can vote
for candidate z to prevent that x wins; and to a subset of voters in group C,
who can vote for candidate x to prevent that y wins. Therefore, we conclude
that when a Condorcet cycle emerges, majority voting is manipulable, that
is, every voter does not necessarily vote for his most preferred alternative.

3. Three examples of social welfare functionals. In this exercise, we consider a set-
ting with two alternatives x and y, and discuss three speci�c social welfare functionals
F (�1; ::; �N) in parts (a)-(c) below. For each functional, determine whether or not it
satis�es the three properties of majority voting (symmetry among agents, neutrality
between alternatives, and positive responsiveness).

(a) Let us �rst consider the lexicographic social welfare functional

F (�1; ::; �N)

8>><>>:
�1 if �1 6= 0

�2 if �1 = 0 and �2 6= 0
�3 if �1 = �2 = 0 and �3 6= 0

:::

Intuitively, society selects the alternative that individual 1 strictly prefers. How-
ever, if he is indi¤erent between alternatives x and y, society follows the strict
preferences of individual 2 (if he has a strict preference over x or y). If both indi-
viduals 1 and 2 are indi¤erent between x and y, the strict preferences of individual
3 are considered, and so on.

� Symmetry among agents: We can easily �nd settings in which this prop-
erty does not hold. In particular, consider a preference pro�le in which
�1 > 0 > �j, where j 6= 1 represents any individual di¤erent from 1. In
this case, since �1 > 0, the lexicographic swf yields F (�1; �j; ��1;j) > 0,
where ��1;j = (�2; �3; :::; �j�1; �j+1; :::; �N) denotes the preference pro�le of
all individuals other than 1 and j. In this context, if we reorder the identi-
ties of the individuals so that individual j now becomes 1, and individual 1
becomes j, the lexicographic swf would select the alternative that individual
j (who is now the �rst) strictly prefers, that is, F (�j; �1; ��1;j) < 0. Hence,
symmetry among agents is violated.

� Neutrality between alternatives: Let us �rst recall that the lexicographic social
welfare functional F is equal to �1 if �1 6= 0; is equal to �2 if �1 = 0 but
�2 6= 0; and, similarly, is equal to �k when �1; �2; :::; �k�1 = 0 but �k 6= 0.
[Formally, F (�1; :::; �k; :::; �N) = �k, where �k is the �rst non-zero element
in the preference pro�le (�1; �2; :::; �N). That is, (0; :::; 0; �k; :::; �N)] Hence,
the negative of F (�1; :::; �k; :::; �N) is

�F (�1; :::; �k; :::; �N) = ��k,

In addition, if we create the pro�le of individual preferences in which every
individual�s �i has been �reversed�to ��i, i.e., (��1; :::;��k; :::;��N), its
social welfare functional becomes

F (��1; :::;��k; :::;��N) = ��k
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Intuitively, since the original preference pro�le is (�1; �2; :::; �N) = (0; :::; 0; �k; :::; �N),
the new preference pro�le is (��1; :::;��k; :::;��N) = (0; :::; 0;��k; :::;��N),
implying that the lexicographic social welfare functional produces��k. Hence,
F (�1; :::; �k; :::; �N) = �F (��1; :::;��k; :::;��N) = �k; as required by neu-
trality between alternatives.

� Positive responsiveness. Again, let �k be the �rst non-zero element in the
preference pro�le (�1; :::; �N). Consider a preference pro�le (�1; :::; �k; :::; �N)
producing a social welfare functional F (�1; :::; �k; :::; �N) � 0. Let us now
specify another preference pro�le (�01; :::; �

0
k; :::; �

0
N) in which alternative x in-

creased its importance relative to y for at least one individual, i.e., (�01; :::; �
0
k; :::; �

0
N) �

(�1; :::; �k; :::; �N) where (�01; :::; �
0
k; :::; �

0
N) 6= (�1; :::; �k; :::; �N). In this new

preference pro�le, let �0j represent the �rst non-zero element (being analogous
to �k in the original preference pro�le). Two cases then arise:

� If j < k, then F (�01; :::; �
0
j; :::; �

0
k; :::; �

0
N) = �

0
j > 0 since (�

0
1; :::; �

0
k; :::; �

0
N) �

(�1; :::; �k; :::; �N).
� If j � k, then F (�01; :::; �0k; :::; �0j; :::; �0N) = �0k > 0.

� Hence, for any relation between j and k, the lexicographic social welfare
functional is strictly positive, F (�01; :::; �

0
k; :::; �

0
N) > 0; as required by positive

responsiveness. Intuitively, alternative x is chosen over y by the social welfare
functional under the new preference pro�le. The only di¤erence between the
two cases analyzed above is that in the �rst (second) case alternative x is
socially chosen over y because individual j (k, respectively) was the �rst
individual with a strict preference for x over y (as all other previous elements
in the pro�le are zero).

(b) A constant social welfare functional F (�1; :::; �i) = 1 for all (�1; :::; �N), thus
representing that society chooses alternative x over y regardless of the pro�le of
individual preferences (�1; :::; �N).

� Symmetry among agents: If we were to rearrange the identities of at least
one individual in preference pro�le (�1; :::; �N), the result would not change
since the swf always returns a 1, regardless of the preference pro�le. Hence,
symmetry among agents is satis�ed.

� Neutrality between alternatives: Since the social welfare functional produces
F (�1; :::; �N) = 1 for all preference pro�les (�1; :::; �N), then the �reversed�
preference pro�le (��1; :::;��N) yields F (��1; :::;��N) = 1 as well. There-
fore, its negative is �F (��1; :::;��N) = �1, implying that

F (�1; :::; �N) = 1 6= �1 = �F (��1; :::;��N)

and neutrality among alternatives is violated.
� Positive responsiveness. Consider a di¤erent preference pro�le (�01; :::; �0N)
where alternative x increased its importance relative to y for at least one
individual, i.e., (�01; :::; �

0
N) � (�1; :::; �N) but (�01; :::; �

0
N) 6= (�1; :::; �N).

Since F (�1; :::; �N) = 1 for all preference pro�les (�1; :::; �N), then the so-
cial welfare functional for the new pro�le (�01; :::; �

0
N) is also equal to 1, i.e.,

F (�01; :::; �
0
N) = 1, thus being positive; as required by positive responsiveness.
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(c) A constant social welfare functional F (�1; :::; �N) = 0 for all (�1; :::; �N), thus
indicating that society is indi¤erent between alternatives x and y regardless of
the pro�le of individual preferences (�1; :::; �N).

� Symmetry among agents: If we were to rearrange the identities of at least
one individual in preference pro�le (�1; :::; �N), the result would not change
as the swf always is equal to 0 regardless of the preference pro�le. Thus,
symmetry among agents is satis�ed.

� Neutrality between alternatives: Since the social welfare functional produces
F (�1; :::; �N) = 0 for all prefrence pro�les (�1; :::; �N), then the �reversed�
preference pro�le (��1; :::;��N) yields F (��1; :::;��N) = 0 as well. Hence,

F (�1; :::; �N) = 0 = �F (��1; :::;��N)

and neutrality among alternatives is satis�ed.
� Positive responsiveness. Consider a di¤erent preference pro�le (�01; :::; �0N)
where alternative x increased its importance relative to y for at least one
individual, i.e., (�01; :::; �

0
N) � (�1; :::; �N) but (�01; :::; �

0
N) 6= (�1; :::; �N).

Since F (�1; :::; �N) = 0 for all preference pro�les (�1; :::; �N), the social
welfare functional for the new pro�le (�01; :::; �

0
N) is also equal to 0, i.e.,

F (�01; :::; �
0
N) = 0. As a consequence, F (�01; :::; �

0
N) is not strictly positive,

ultimately violating positive responsiveness.
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